These results are applied to a nonexistence problem for certain equivariant maps.
Introduction.
As the oriented analogue of the free equivariant unoriented bordism theory ?i*(X, A, r) of Stong [12] , K. Komiya and C. M. Wu have respectively defined the free equivariant oriented bordism theories Q^X, A, r) and fi¡T(X, A, r) for involutions (X, A, r) (Komiya [9] ), and ÎÎ^X, A, r) for maps of odd prime period (X, A, r) (Wu [17] ).
The main object of the present paper is to apply Komiya simple proof of the structure theorem for Q*(Z ) [2] , UÁZ ), U*(Z ) ([3] , [5] ,Í6] [7] ) and K (Ln(m)) [8] . These results are applied to the nonexistence problem for equivariant maps.
In §6 we treat the odd period and weakly complex cases in parallel. We combine the technique of §2 with Kamata's idea in [7] of applying Miscenko series to U^Lnim)). We also remark that the multiplicative structures of QJ,Z, ) ik > 3, odd)
and Uj^Z ) im > 2) with respect to the Pontrjagin products are trivial.
Finally, in §7, we apply the results on Uj,Lnim)) obtained in the preceding section to a nonexistence problem for some equivariant maps considered in [15] . For every involution (X, r), there is the obvious equivariant map (X, r) -» (pt, 1), inducing the homomorphism c. QAX, r) -Q.Apt, l) and e: Q~(X, r) -» Ql(pt, 1). We call both of them the equivariant augmentation homomorphism.
Remark. We will hereafter use the notations like c. QAX, t) -» Q.Apt, 1) to avoid repeating two formulas which are identical except for the signs. The proof of the lemma is straightforward. So we omit the proof. We call the above pairings the external products.
Let (X, r ) be an involution. Then r induces a Z x Z2-action on X x X by \r x t, t x 1, lxr, 1 x 1¡ and also on X via the addition homomorphism Z x Z ->Z2 and by r. (2) Let S1 = ÍZ e C; \Z\ = 1} be the unit sphere in C and a: S1 -> S1 be the antipodal involution: a(Z) = -Z. Then the map u: S1 x Sl -> Sl defined by p(Z, Z ) = Z ' Z is an associative and commutative multiplication map with unit with respect to a. Definition 1.4. Let <fi: X x X -»X be a multiplication map with respect to an involution (X, r). 
where A denotes the map sending
, z+ ¿fee homomorphism induced by the inclusion and X [5 , a] the map sending
We call A the Smith homomorphism. This proposition is a variant of the Smith exact sequence in [9] , [12] and the proof is analogous. In case (X, r) is a free C°°-involution on a finite dimensional C0"-manifold and n=\ or in case (x, r) = (Sn, a) and n>\, we have A °D" = Dn~l (n > l), where A »5 the Smith homomorphism of 2.1 with respect to (En~lX, En~ X(r)) C (E"X, En(r)).
The proof is straightforward from the definition. We call D" the n-fold suspension of the first kind. This notion is due to Uchida. Proof. The fact that Image p = 2Ù^. was proved in [2] . Since (£!L -L, E1^))
is equivariantly homotopy equivalent to (S , a), the rest follows from 2.1 and 2.2. 
is a well-defined Q^-isomorphism onto QJ.E1 L/E1(a)).
Part (1) is well known and (2) is a result of Atiyah in [l] . The proof of (1) is completely analogous to that of Theorem 19.1 in [2] . To see that the image of 
D2
Proof.
The equality A ° D2 = id follows from 2.2. The exactness at n*(5n, a) is easily proved geometrically as in [17] . The fact that i^ is monomorphic can be seen by utilizing the preceding lemma together with the collapsibility of the bordism spectral sequence for RP(n) [2, Theorem 15.2].
From this proposition and 2.3 (1), we obtain the direct sum decompositions of fi*(s", a) such as tt;is2n+l, «)= © d2íü;ís\ a).
n>i>0
But we prefer another kind of decompositions which we will present in the next section.
3. Second direct sum decompositions. Corollary 3.3.
(1) Ô-(S2" + 1, a) = © E2ià;(sK a). Proof. From 2.5 and 3-2, (1) and (2) are easily obtained by induction on n.
Then (4) and (5) Recalling that [S\ a] = E!'[S°, al, (3) and (6) follow from (1), (2) and (4), (5 , a ) with unequal parts a. none of which is a power of 2. And let | co \ be the length of (a.
(2) For partitions co, a> e 77, let gj n co e 77 be their intersection i.e. the partition whose parts belong to both co and co'. Also o> 0 o) £ 77 be their symmetric difference, i.e. the partition whose parts belong to either w or a but not to both. 
[12] and e be the equivariant augmentation homomorphism. The proof is analogous to that of 5.3. So we omit it.
6. The odd period cases and weakly complex cases. In this section we consider the free equivariant oriented (weakly complex, respectively) bordism group fl^X, r) W*iX, r)) of Wu [17] for a pair (X, r), where X is a topological space Now set a2/fe + 1 = lS2k+l, Tim), i] £ U2k+]iS2n+1, Tim)) in > k > 0) and 02A+1 = 2oS;sfe Vk-ia2jn-Let R: U*^ü* and R: ^2"+1. Tim)) -^Q*iS2n+1, Tim)) (in case m is odd) be the homomorphism forgetting a weakly complex structure.
Theorem 6.3 (cf. Conner-Floyd [2] , [3], torn Dieck [5] , Giffen [6] , Kamata [7] ).
(1) For each integer m > 2, Ui.S2n+1, Tim)) (re > 0) is isomorphic as a U*-module to the quotient of the free U*-module generated by a a , •.,, a by the submodule generated by ßx, ß , ■ . , , ß _ (21 In case m is an odd integer > 3, analogous results hold in the oriented case: one can replace U^{ ), a. and ß. of (1) by 0^, Ria) and Riß), respectively. (1) It is easily seen that U*iS , Tim)) is a free U^-module generated by a. y Then, the Smith homomorphism argument shows that a2 generates a free U*-submodule in U*iS 2" + 1, Tim)) and that a l , a?, . .
• , a-2n + 1 generates
Uf.52n+1, Tim)), applying 6.1 (1) . By the duality in 6.2, D',s2itlu z vj-_>c--y=cr1-*/' z vw^'Ucr'-^uipU,) o<ysfe \o<;<fe / forO<¿<»-l. But Mpic^ c1({7r*r7!OT) = c1(lc) = 0. So /32fe + 1 = 0 for 0 < ¿ < re -1. The assertion that all the module relations are generated by ß x, ß , • • • , ß2 is easily proved by induction on re, applying 6.1(1).
(2) From part (1), Riß2k + l) = 0 (0 <k<n-l) in Q^S2"*1, 7(m)) when m is odd > 3. The rest of the assertions are proved in the same way as part (1), applying 6.1(2). Proposition 6.7 (cf. [2] , [3], [5] , [6] , [7] ). Let p > 2, r > 1, a > 1 be integers such that p is prime and ir, p) = 1. Put m = par, Now we prove part (3) by induction on /' (0 < / < re). It is easily derived from the reduced bordism spectral sequence ( [2] , [7] ) that the order of ÍL im), il is 772 as asserted. By the naturality of the cobordism Chern classes, it follows from 7.1 that i*cliÇq) = cli\ymq\m) = [m\Ficxiym)). Since M2k + 1/Aiq) is also a ilk + l)-dimensional C°°-manifold, Cj(<f )k + l = 0 in U*ifA2k + l/Aiq)) for the dimensional reasons.
So we obtain the following. (ii) re < kp" if ak -b > 0 (Munkholm-Nakaoka). 
